I. INTRODUCTION
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is a popular multi-carrier modulation technique in modern communications due to its spectral efficiency and robustness in the frequency-selective (wideband) channel [1] . OFDM uses orthogonal 'narrowband' subcarriers to overcome frequency-selectivity while avoiding Inter-Carrier Interference (ICI). It also avoids Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI) by preceding each symbol with a cyclic prefix (CP), which is longer than the channel delay spread. A major advantage of OFDM is the efficiency of removing channel effects from the received signal using one-tap equalization on the OFDM subcarriers. Consequently, OFDM has been implemented in many wireless systems such as Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB-T/H/SH) [2] - [4] , Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11) [5] , WiMAX (IEEE 802.16d) [6] and 3GPP LTE [7] .
OFDM usually incorporates pilot tones in the frequency domain (FD) and/or training symbols (preamble) in the timedomain (TD) to facilitate receiver synchronization and estimation algorithms. Channel estimation techniques for pilot-based OFDM systems have been studied extensively over the years [8] - [10] . The most popular techniques include the Least Squares (LS), Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) and Maximum Likelihood (ML) channel estimators. LS is computationally efficient but its accuracy is much lower than MMSE and ML which provide better performance at the cost of higher complexity. A majority of channel estimation techniques are based in the frequencydomain, where FD channel estimation for OFDM becomes advantageous over TD channel estimation. This is mainly due to the fact that multipath channel is modeled as a complex power gain on each subcarrier in FD whereas it appears as an FIR-filter in TD. As a result, FD channel estimation has less complexity, while offering maximum flexibility to estimation algorithm design. Meanwhile, channel estimation in both domains will suffer from imperfect timing synchronization, even if the use of CP can provide tolerance to timing synchronization errors. This tolerance is achieved as long as the detected start of frame (SoF) falls within the ISI-free region (i.e. orthogonality of the subcarriers are not affected), in which case the timing errors are reflected as a linear phase shift on the data subcarriers and can be compensated by FD based channel estimation techniques.
It has been shown in [11] that near-ideal synchronization can be achieved for OFDM systems in TD using one preamble (i.e. a training symbol with two identical parts). Therefore in OFDM systems where a preamble is already used for other estimation purposes such as synchronization, TD channel estimation becomes more attractive in quasi-static channels because an integrated synchronization and channel estimation scheme will optimize the spectral efficiency by re-using the training symbols designated for synchronization while sparing pilot tones designated for FD channel estimation.
Several methods have been developed for time-domain CIR estimation using training symbols or pilot tones [12] - [15] . Good accuracy can be usually achieved by these techniques but at the expense of significant processing delay or high computational complexity. These drawbacks are mainly resulted from the requirements for additional channel information or extra estimation procedures.
In this paper, we propose a low-complexity time-domain channel estimation scheme for OFDM systems based on preamble/training symbols. The scheme uses a simplified ML approach to estimate CIR information under an imperfect timing synchronization, which can be compensated by a CIR optimization algorithm. Furthermore, delay spread can be estimated and noise terms reduced as part of the process, which can help to further reduce complexity and improve system performance. The proposed method re-uses the existing synchronization training symbol for channel estimation to achieve near-ideal accuracy in quasi-static channels with a significantly lower complexity than the popular MMSE technique. The paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews the system model. This is followed by a detailed presentation of the proposed scheme in Section III, including CIR estimation, CIR optimization, noise reduction, delay spread estimation, complexity comparison and practical implementation. Section IV shows the computer simulation results while relevant conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The samples of an OFDM symbol at the output of the IFFT in the transmitter are given by:
where N is the FFT size and used N is the number of used subcarriers. ) (n X represents the data modulated on the n th subcarrier while ) (k x represents the symbol samples after IFFT processing. Each transmitted OFDM symbol is usually preceded by a guard interval or CP of length G in order to eliminate the inter-symbol interference arising from the wideband channel.
Assuming sampling precision, the complex samples of the received signal from an ISI (wideband) channel can be represented as:
where is the integer symbol timing offset measured in samples, is carrier frequency offset normalized to the subcarrier spacing, ) (k represents the zero-mean complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and
where l h is the impulse response of the wideband channel whose memory order is 1 L samples.
III. PROPOSED SCHEME The block diagram of the proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 2 . The process of this scheme can be summarized as follows: Firstly, the received time-domain signal samples are processed for timing and frequency synchronization as defined in [11] . The synchronization process uses a preamble consisting of one training symbol with two identical parts in the time domain which is generated in the frequency-domain using PN sequences. The preamble is then re-used with the estimated SoF to obtain CIR estimates via a simplified ML approach, whose output is in the form of a matrix containing up to G G elements, which represents CIR estimates at varies timing points up to 1 G samples preceding the estimated SoF. This is followed by a decision mechanism wherein the optimized CIR estimate is chosen and converted via FFT processing to obtain the CFR estimate. FD equalization is then performed in similar fashion to conventional techniques. The optimized CIR information can also be used for the channel delay spread estimation, which can then be used to further reduce the complexity of this scheme in subsequent CIR estimation.
A. CIR Estimation
In the simplified ML estimation, we consider imperfect timing synchronization wherein the received signal still has a residual timing error d i whose value represents its distance to the actual SoF 0 d i (i.e. positive value of d i means the detected SoF succeeds the actual SoF in time, and vice versa). The channel power delay profile (PDP) is considered as a uniformly delayed G tap ISI channel, wherein the first tap has zero delay. It has been observed in [11] that the actual SoF may be missed due to severe fading of the first arriving channel tap. In this case, the strongest received channel tap (such as the 2 nd or 3 rd ) is detected as SoF, resulting in a positive residual timing error. This effect is not desirable from a CIR estimation point of view since the estimation process will miss the first arriving tap, thereby causing large performance degradation. Therefore, we propose to compensate the effect of imperfect timing synchronization by making a variation to the conventional ML technique, the goal of which is to be able to capture all arriving channel taps while maintaining a low computational complexity. We do this by scanning for the CIR estimate within G timing points preceding the detected SoF and subsequently choosing the optimized CIR estimate through a decision mechanism. Taking d i into account and assuming perfect frequency synchronization, the received signal can be rewritten as:
The cross-correlation of the received signal and the transmitted training symbol with m samples delay, wherein m varies from 0 to 1 G is given as:
where x is the complex conjugate of x . Substituting (4) into (5), m can be rewritten as: samples. ) (w is the correlation between preamble and the noise terms and will be neglected subsequently.
It is important to note that at this stage, (6) covers a G sample long CIR 0 h to . Therefore, (6) can be re-written as:
At this stage, the channel impulse response covered under the CIR estimation window may miss some of the arriving taps due to synchronization error. Since near-ideal synchronization in [11] can always locate the strongest tap, which is no further away than G samples from the actual SoF, the missed tap can be compensated by estimating CIRs for up to G timing points preceding and including the detected SoF, and it is assumed that the actual SoF is among these timing points.
Given these timing points, (8) 
where is comprised of the cross-correlation between received signal samples and the stored training symbol, with a correlation lag that spans both sides of the detected SoF. Each column of contains a set of CIR that starts at a different timing points that precedes the detected SoF. It has also been noted that s s for BPSK or QPSK modulated preamble as well as FFT generated training symbol. So that in (13) matrix is a Toeplitz matrix which is given as:
The channel impulse response for different timing points can therefore be obtained by:
The resulted is comprised of G sets of CIRs, each starts from a different timing points. The next task here is to choose the best CIR estimates, or in other words, to choose the best timing point. It has already been shown that if the selected timing point falls within the ISI-free region, the capturing of all arriving channel taps is guaranteed. It has been observed that when all arriving channel taps are covered by the CIR estimation window the total PDP power at that timing point is at its maximum. Therefore the optimized timing point can be chosen at such point which achieves maximum PDP power. Although this process may not necessarily locate the actual SoF due to the variance of noise, it is sufficient to always find the best CIR as long as synchronization by [11] brings the detected SoF no further than G samples away from the actual SoF. A vector P is thereby defined as the PDP power for each set of estimated CIR, given as: According to the corrected SoF, the optimized CIR can therefore be recovered from , as well as the time-shifted received signal. After the optimized CIR estimates is padded with zero, both OFDM data r and padded CIR pad are transformed to the frequency-domain by FFT, enabling onetap equalization as:
The idea of this CIR estimation and optimization scheme can also be illustrated in Fig. 3 , where it shows the case of a 4-tap multipath channel PDP. In this case, the first tap is severely faded (mark 1 in the figure), which resulted in the second tap being detected as the SoF (mark 2). CIR estimation as defined in (15) estimates CIR information for extended timing points up to G samples preceding and including the detected SoF (mark 4), and the optimized CIR can be chosen accordingly. Fig. 3 clearly shows that the PDP power is maximized in the ISI-free region (mark 6), and that all arriving taps can be estimated as long as the corrected SoF is in this region. 
B. Delay Spread Estimation and Noise Reduction
The CIR information obtained from the above described procedures can be used for delay spread estimation and noise reduction, which may further reduce the system complexity and increase efficiency. Noise reduction is part of the procedures for delay spread estimation, so that they can be performed simultaneously. Delay spread is an important factor in many wireless communication systems, and it is particularly crucial for OFDM systems, as it is a vital indicator of the channel length which affects the length of CP in system design. In the proposed scheme, delay spread estimation can be very useful in helping reduce the estimation complexity, as well as optimizing the synchronization output in terms of the corrected SoF. Given an estimated delay spread D , the length of the pseudo channel delay profile can therefore be reduced accordingly, making all matrix sizes in (10) 
. On the other hand, the CIR optimization search range can also be reduced to D , in which case the timing point that maximizes PDP power will be the actual SoF where 0 d i , and that a perfect correction to the timing synchronization will be guaranteed. Therefore, delay spread estimation is an important part in our proposed scheme.
Delay spread estimation usually involves threshold setting, which is also known as most significant samples (MSS) in FFT based channel estimation algorithms. These methods tend to consider the more significant terms in CIR samples as channel taps, while the less significant ones noise. Noise reduction is achieved by discarding these noise terms and setting them to zero, whereas delay spread estimation is acquired by calculating the maximum distance between these significant terms. Ideally, given that noise terms between channel taps are relatively small, complete channel PDP can also be acquired. In [16] the authors estimate delay spread via subblock correlation and threshold setting. However no detailed threshold setting algorithm has been shown. This method is further limited as it requires a large number of subcarriers for sufficient samples in the subblock, and that the delay spread should be a multiple integer of the subblock size. In our proposed scheme, the delay spread can be estimated using the optimized CIR and threshold setting via a MSS method, which is shown in Fig. 4 . The estimated samples can be considered as consisting of two parts: the channel tap power at arriving tap positions and AWGN at all timing positions. By setting a threshold similar to that shown in Fig. 4 , unwanted noise terms can be eliminated via a high-pass filter, while the delay spread can be estimated according to the remaining taps. Assuming sufficient samples, the estimated CIR at non-tap positions can be considered to have followed the central limit theorem, wherein they are complex Gaussian variables having a Rayleigh distributed amplitude. The probability density function (PDF) and the expected value of Rayleigh distribution is written as:
where ) (x p is the probability density function of x , ) (x E is the expected value of x and is the variance of either the real or imaginary part of x . The variance of the Gaussian variable can thereby be obtained by calculating their mean. However since the CIR output is only G samples long, it is not sufficient for the algorithm to calculate an accurate variance. Hence, all CIR information obtained from (15) 
The delay spread is hence obtained by applying the threshold to the optimized CIR and calculating the distance between the first and last value exceeding the threshold, which ideally will be the 1 st and the last arriving taps. Since the delay spread relies solely on the detection of these two taps, the estimation accuracy will be affected when either or both of the taps are severely faded, and thus an error floor is expected.
Delay spread information can also be acquired using the total PDP power information as in Fig. 3 . Two approaches can be taken: firstly via setting a threshold according to mark 5, where all inputs that exceed the threshold fall in the ISI-free region; and secondly by detecting the sharp rise and fall of the total PDP power. Regardless of the approach taken, the delay spread is obtained by:
where ISI I is the estimated length of ISI-free region, in samples.
C. Computational Complexity
The overall complexity of the proposed scheme is low compared to other techniques such as MMSE. As the estimation proceeds, the complexity can be further reduced at different stages. A complexity comparison is given in Table I . , where M is the number of multipath taps. For slow varying channels where channel delay profile and synchronization are unlikely to change in a short duration, it may be feasible to reduce the size of to a vector that only estimates CIR starting from the corrected SoF, and full estimation of is performed only periodically to regain synchronization and to update channel information. Therefore for the majority period of the transmission the complexity will be kept in the order of 2 M .
D. Practical Implementation
The proposed time-domain scheme can benefit from seamless integration between modules, and since many parameters can be re-used for different modules, the complexity of practical implementation is low. A process diagram is shown in Fig. 5 for demonstration.
The received signal is first sent to timing and frequency synchronizer, where cross-correlation is calculated using prestored information of preamble. After synchronization is completed, part of is stored in a 1 2 G sized memory for reuse. The signal is then passed through CIR estimation module, where is recovered from memory and 1 is either generated or recovered from the second memory. This is followed by the CIR optimization, the output of which is then equalized using one-tap equalization. Also, the output of CIR can be used for delay spread estimation, whose information can thus be fed back to adjust the size of 1 as well as the size of . This scheme requires three memories in total: the first one is N samples long where preamble is held; the second one is 1 2 G samples long for ; while the third one can be either G samples long for information of or a G G sized for 1 . The proposed scheme is suitable for implementation in OFDM receivers for many applications such as mobile telephony, WiFi, WiMAX and Digital Television. The impact of the low complexity is to simplify the receiver design and to offer a reduction in the cost of these receivers to consumers.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulations are carried out using the ITU-R pedestrian B channel power-delay-profile as shown in Table II 4 and QPSK subcarrier modulation is implemented. Repetitive training symbols (with two identical parts, generated in the frequency domain) are transmitted in every 8 OFDM symbols (i.e. 1 training symbol followed by 7 data symbols) for MMSE and proposed scheme, while 1 in 8 subcarriers are used as scattered pilots for LS, therefore giving same overhead to all cases. Four channel estimation methods are simulated: Ideal, Least Squares on scattered pilots with cubic-spline frequency interpolation, MMSE on training symbols, time-domain scheme with near-ideal synchronization accuracy. All methods (apart from ideal) employ linear interpolation over time. The simulation result for delay spread estimation is shown in Fig.  6 , while uncoded BER results are shown in Fig. 7 and 8 . which is due to severe fading of the first or last arriving channel taps.
It can be seen from Fig. 7 that in static channel (v=0km/h) the proposed scheme has achieved comparable performance to the ideal channel estimation and MMSE, while performing much better than the LS technique. 8 shows the BER performance when receiver is at pedestrian speed of 3km/h, where linear interpolation is applied over time between two training symbols. Although the performance of the proposed scheme degrades due to mobility, it is still comparable to that of MMSE and close to the ideal channel estimation while much better than LS. 
V. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a low-complexity time-domain channel estimation scheme using preamble or training symbols. The proposed scheme considers imperfect synchronization scenario where missed multipath taps can cause severe performance degradation. This degradation can be compensated by a CIR optimization mechanism which searches for the best CIR. The scheme can also estimate the channel delay spread as well as reduce the CIR noise level by threshold setting. Simulation results for delay spread estimation show that the algorithm achieves good accuracy which is close to ideal scenario. Uncoded BER results show that the proposed scheme achieves comparable performance with established pilot-based techniques such as MMSE with a much lower complexity. The proposed scheme can be easily implemented in many OFDM systems such as mobile telephony, WiFi, WiMAX and digital television.
